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Suicide in Schools provides school-based professionals with practical, easy-to-use guidance on

developing and implementing effective suicide prevention, assessment, intervention and

postvention strategies. The authors include detailed case examples, innovative approaches for

professional practice, usable handouts, and internet resources on the best practice approaches to

effectively work with youth who are experiencing a suicidal crisis as well as those students, families,

school staff, and community members who have suffered the loss of a loved one to suicide.

Readers will come away from this book with clear, step-by-step guidelines on how to work

proactively with school personnel and community professionals, think about suicide prevention from

a three-tiered systems approach, how to identify those who might be at risk, and how to support

survivors after a traumatic event--all in a practical, user-friendly format geared especially for the

needs of school-based professionals.Â Over 40 e-resources are available

here:routledge.com/books/details/9780415857024/#eresources.
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I am a School Social Worker. The Suicide Risk Monitoring Tool included in this book literally saved

a student's life! I had been giving this tool to a student to monitor their suicidal thoughts. In a matter

of 24 hours, the student went from not wanting to die at all to wanting to die a great deal. Without

this tool, this is something I would not have known on my own. Because of this tool, I knew this

student was a danger to themselves and connected them with the Crisis Team. I was able to



provide copies of the Suicide Risk Monitoring Tool which aided the team in understanding the

current status of the student. It was also given to the parent who began to understand the severity of

where their child is regarding suicidal thoughts. Not only was this helpful to me, it was helpful to the

Crisis Team who evaluated the student and to the parent who was able to physically see on paper

what their child was feeling. This tool literally SAVED A STUDENT'S LIFE!!! A LIFE!! HIGHLY

RECOMMENDED!!

If you've ever been at a loss as to how to prepare for, prevent, take appropriate action on the issues

of student suicide, this is one great resource to have. It is written by Terri A. Erbacher, Jonathan B.

Singer, and Scott Poland (2015 copywrite). As a former teacher, counselor, and current school

psychologist (36 years total experience in schools), I have had the need in my schools for helping

provide the best prevention, intervention, and postvention I could. The book is current, has over 40+

online e-resources for forms, case studies, do's and don'ts, working with families as well as

students. I have followed Scott Poland for over 20 years through NASP, have required valuable

consultation from him, and believe this book provides nearly anything that a school-based mental

health provider would need to help protect students.

As a retired school psychologist who led a school crisis response team, I highly recommend Suicide

in Schools: A Practitioner's Guide...It is by far, the most comprehensive book on the subject that I

have read. The knowledge base and experience of the authors is impressive. Their writing is clear,

sensitive, and evidence-based. The book is full of practical ideas, strategies, and tools that can save

lives. Examples are tools that help to screen and monitor students at risk for depression and

suicide. I also appreciated a chapter devoted the critical need for care for caregivers. I believe this

book should be read by all school-based educators, administrators, school psychologists,

counselors, and other mental health professionals.

This book is definitely a book for those working in the trenches in the schools. If provides everything

you need to know about suicide prevention, assessment, interventions, and postventions. On the

back of the book is a link to e-resources that provides the reader with access to outstanding

assessment tools. Access to a high quality youth suicide assessment tool (and other assessment

tools) is extremely valuable and the book will teach you how to use it and put prevention

programming in place. Highly recommended! Worth every penny.
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